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INI'RODUCIION 
A college admissions cQaWittee must examine and weigh carefully the 
qualifications of those applying for enrollment in the college. In 
general, such a col!Dlittee must accept or reject the applicant on the 
buis of data of widely varying degrees of re1i&bility•-i.e., the second-
ary school rec01Jm~ndation, secondary school grades, rank in graduating 
class, standardized test scores, and the recommendations of alumni, 
ministers, teachers, and friends of the family. 
I. TH.B Pll.OBLBM 
Statement~!!!!. problem. In theory, the recommendation of the 
secondary school should be one of the aost important items of inf orma-
tion concerning an applicant's qualifications for ad!lission to the 
college. The principal or guidance officer is a professional educator 
experienced and, in some instances, trained in the techniques of 
appraising the qualif ieations of the applicant to enter a specific 
college. In practice, how much weight can an admissions committee 
assign to the secondary school recODllllendation? Specifically, how valid 
are the secondary school recommendations for students applying for . 
admission to Richmond College? 
Value .2!..!!!! study. The. 1960's are expected to bring increasingly 
large numbers of applications to the colleges of the nation. With so 
many applicants for the presently limited nuraber of places, adzalssion 
a 
committees will be faced with the increasingly difficult task of de-
ciding whom to admit and to whom admission will be denied. It is hoped 
that the findings of this study will, to some degree, be helpful to the 
Admieaions Committee of Richmond College in their future determinations 
of qualifications for admission to the college. 
II. PURPOSB 
Purpose .2!,,!!!!. studr. In aaklng this study, answers were sought 
to four m.a.in questions. (1) How reliable was each of the five categories 
of secondary school recommendations? (2) Does this reliability vary 
with the classifications of persons making the recOJ.IUllendationa? 
(3) Does this reliability T&ry with the size and kind of school? 
(4) Under what c:ircW11stances-are the secondary school recommendation~ 
moat, or least. valid? The a.nswer to each 0£ these questions, it ia 
hoped, will reveal the validity of oec:onda.ry school recommendations as 
criteria for admission to lichMond College. 
III. PROCBDUR.BS 
Selection !!!.. .!!!:!, ca.sea. One <:la.A of freal:men etttering Richmond 
College was selected for a detailed study of their college.records to 
determine to what extent these records validate, or invalidate, the 
secondary school recOJ111endations. It wa~ decided that the class should 
be followed for a five 7eat period to include those who, for a va.r:iety 
of reasons, might need more than the normal four years to graduate. 
Consequently, the Preshman Class of ·19ss-S6 was selected as the latest 
class to have the requisite lapsed time of five years. 
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For the purpose of this study, it was decided to select from the 
official roster of Fresh:llan 1955-56 only those cases with the follow.ins 
qualifications: (1) The student must not have been enrolled in 
Richmond College prior to the summer session of 1955. (2) He must not 
previously have attended any other college, (3) He must not have left 
tbe secondary school prior to 1955. On these banes 212 eases were se-
lected from the official roster of 405 in the freshman Class of 1955·56. 
A study of the permanent record cards and personnel folders of 
these 212 C&$es necessitated the elimination of three additionat cases 
from the study. One of these three was eliminated bee&use he died in 
October, 1957. Another was eliminated because his records at Ricbaond 
College did not include a transctipt or a recommendation from·. the 
secondary school he had last attended. The peraanent record card of the 
third case was not available. Thus, there are 209 cases in this study. 
Conversion !!!. £t!ades. In analysing the academic achievecent of 
the cases, lt wae decided to convert the customary letter grade to aO!llle 
numerical value to facilitate efforts to Obtain accurate ·averages for 
large numbers of cases. The grade A was given the value of three 
points per semester hours D, two points; C, one ·pointi D, :ero·pointsr 
E, minus one point& and P, ainus two points. The grade rating used in 
this stUdy w&s determined by divicHnrr +hP 1:nh1 nHmher of points by the 
sum of the semester hours taken. Thus, the minimum grade rating was · 
-2.000, and the maximum was 3,ooo. 
IV. DEFINITimt O!l TERMS 
Catejloric-! 21 recorrn.'lendationn. l'he seconduy school reco:rnlilen• 
dation3 were divided into five categories: (1) highly reco:r.mendcd, 
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(2) recC'l!:anended, ( 3) recommended with qualifications, (4) not reco:r.i-
:mendcd, and (5) not indicated. The last category l'li\S set up to in-
clude all cases for '1hich there was no indication in their. :records that 
they were, or were not, recommended to Richmond College. 
Persons making .:!!!!. .!:!£_~~.ndatio~. T'he persons miking the recon-
mendation at the seconda..ry level were divic~ed into five c:la.ssif!ca:tiorls. 
(1) principal, including hea<hla.ster, and a.cting headm..'\stet'l (2) as-
sistant principal, including vice pd.ueipa.l and assistant hea.dro.a.stcr; 
(3) guidance officer, including eounselo~; (4) other. for 3ecreta.ry 
1111d registrar; and (5) none, for all cases in wllich no name or title 
app.?.a.ted on the tran$Cript or recowu.endation. 
Kinds .2[ ~co~art schoo!f!.• The secondary schools were classified 
as (1) p:r:iva.te, (2) urban, and (3) rural. A school was considered 
private if it was net financially suppot'ted by tax funds levied by a.tty 
political body. Urban denotes any public school located in a non-fa.:rm. 
area, or in a town with a population of 2,500 or mote pc1·.sons according 
to the United States Census Bureau figures for 19SO. Thieclllssification 
rural refers to a public school in a non-urban area in which the economy 
is primarily agrarian. 
:s 
~·~ secondary school. Bach school was claasif ied by the size 
of .its 1955 graduating class., A school was classified as small if there 
were fewer than fifty members ln its graduating class. A school with a.a 
~any as fifty, but fewer than one hundred, members in its graduating 
class was designated as medium. A school was considered large if it ha.d 
as I11Any as·one hundred in its graduating class. 
Disposition !!. cases. In f o11owing the 209 cases through their 
stay in Richmond College, live elassif icationa were made of the final 
disposition of the cas~s. (1) ~aduate aeans any one of the cases who 
graduated,from Richmond College through June, 1960 •. (2) Withdrawal 
without prejudice refers to all cases that transferred to the Business 
School of the University of Richmond or to another college. ·and to all 
that withdrew !or any other reason while they were not on the academic 
deficiency list. ,(3) AcadEmtic droi>-out designates all cases that ht\•e 
not returned to Riclulond.College following,a semester in which theys 
(a) were on the academic deficiency list, (b) were suspended for academic 
deficiency, (c) withdrew for failure to meet,the terms of their academic 
probation. (4) Disciplinary drop-out refers to a.11 cases that have not 
been readmitted to Richmond.College after they were suspended or dis-
missed from the college for disciplinary reasons. (5) Still enrolled 
includes those,cases that were enrolled in Rich:tlond College in the 
second semester of the se.ssion· 1959-60 but did not graduate in Jitne, 
1960, and all who are candidates for degrees in August, 1960. 
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!!!,! academic deficiency !!:!!• The academic deficiency list is com-
posed of all students wbo £ail to aeet the academic minimums set forth 
in the following regulations of Richaond College. 
DBPICIRNT STUDENTS 
To remain in college, & student must pa.as at least nine 
semester hours each semester.· In addition, to be eligible to 
return to college for the succeeding session, the following 
requirements aust be met: 
A first-year student 1!lUSt earn at least eighteen semester 
hours and twelve quality credits during tbe full session.' 
A second-year student must earn twenty-one semester hours 
and twenty-one quality credits during the full session. 
A third-year, fourth-yeas:, or any other student must e~n 
at least twenty-four semester hours and twenty-four quality 
credits during the full session. 
Any student who at the end of the first semester has failed 
to Jlleet the minim.um requirements above may appear before a. 
faculty committee by whoa his request to aatriculate for the 
second semester will be considered. No application from an 
upper claasman will be considered unless it has been endorsed 
by his parent or guardian. 
All reinstated students will be om probation for the suc-
ceeding semester, but in classes where the mid-sezester reports 
show good Fades, the Dean of the College may remove the 
probation. 
~'!11iversit>: ~ Richmond Bulletin, Richmond College Catalogue 
Muaber for 1956, p. 37. 
AN ANALYSIS OP TUB RBLIABILITY OP 
SBCONDAR Y SCHOOL R.BC<.WMBNI>J\TIOtlS 
The data presented in thls stuc!y were cor.ipiled f rorn the ~ermanen't 
record cards and personnel folders in the f Hes of Pichl".ocd College. 
The zer.ouc!ary school recommendation fnr each case was weit;11ed aeainst 
his record of a.ca<tel'tl.~ ?.chiev~D1ent :tn C<'lle!;e. Pre~ this c~parison a 
determlnation was made r.s tc t'hr.t enent the re(.:onnen<'!atien cMlld be 
justified. 
'table I shows the nUllber of cases that (1) graduated. (2) withdrew 
without prejudice, ( 3) became aca.dP.m...•.c dror-f\uf:s a ( 4) wer~ l"tlll en-
rolled: and (5) were disciplinary drop-outs from each of the five 
categories of secondary school re~oPWenrta.t.if\ns. Thi' Fatn.c inf ~mation 
is presented in percentages in Table II. The two tables Should be read 
together. 
Pron these tables it was notecl that of the 32 ca$eS thrtt were 
highly re.commended, 17 gr11duated, 12 withctrPW w;thovt preju<U<"e$ and 
3 were academic drop..outs. Fewer than one-tenth (9.37 per cent) of the 
cases were academic d.rop..outs, i~hlle nore than ha'f (~3 .. 1~ rer cent) had· 
graduated. The 12 withdrawals without prejudice were 37.SO per cent of 
the cases. 
The 139 casc~s in the recommended ca.tegory were distributed as 
follows: 44 graduates, 44 withdrawals without prejucH.ce. 30 academic 
d~opwoouts, 11 still enrolled, and l disciplinary drop..out. Graduates 
TABUl I 
RESULTS OP POLLC111 UP STUDY OP CASES DISTRIBU'IliP ACCORDING TO 
THBIR SECONDARY SCHOOL RBCOMMBNDATICX. 
Categories of Total Graduated Withdrew with- Academic Still Disciplinary R.ecmmendations Ca.sea out prejudice Drop-out Enrolled Jlrop..OUt' 
(1) Highly 
recommended 32 r1 12 3 0 0 
(2) Recommended 130 44 44 30 11 1 
(3) Recomaended with 
qualif icationa 12 3 3 6 0 0 
(4) Not recommended 14 0 6 6 1 1 
(S) Not indicated 21 4 8 a 1 .o 
TOTALS 209 68 73 53 13 
TABl.B II 
DISPOSITION OP CASBS AS P.BR CENT OP CASES 
IN EACH CATBOORY OF RBCOMMBNDATIONS 
Categories 0£ Total Graduated Withdrew with- Acadeaic Still Disciplinary 
recommendations cases out prejudice drop-out enrolled drop-out 
per cent per cent per cent per cent per cent per cent 
(1) Highly 
recommended 15.31 53.13 37.50 9.-.n o.oo o.oo 
(2) Reconu:nended 62.20 33.84 33.84 23.08 8.46 0.11 
(3) Recommended with 
qualifications 5.14 25.00 25.00 so.oo o.oo o.oo 
(4) Not recommended 6.70 o.oo 42.86 42.86 7.14 1.14 
(5) Not indicated io.os 19.05 38.09 38.09 4.76 o.oo 
TOTALS 100.00 32.53 34.93 25.36 6.22 0.96 
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and withdrawals each accounted for· about one-third (33.84 per cent) of the 
cases; academic drop.outs, nearly one-fourth (23.08 per cent)r and those 
atill enrolled, less than one-tenth (8.46 per cent). 
Of the 12 ea.sea in the third category, recommended with qualifi-
cations, there were 3 graduates, 3 with~awals without prejudice, and· 
6 academic drop.outs. The SO per cent rate of academic drop.outs in 
this group is double the per cent who graduated. · It is also more than 
twice the academic drop..out rate for cases in the second category, and 
over five times that for cases in the first category. 
Since all of the cases in the fourth category were not racOll!1lended 
for admission to Richmond College, they aight be expecited to have· a 
poor record of achievement. This expectation 'ia supported by' the data 
in Table I. Tbe 14 ca.ses were distributed as follows: · O graduates, 
6 (42•86 per cent) withckawals. 6 academic drop..outs, 1 (7.14 per cent) 
still enrolled, and 1 disciplinary drop-out. 
Of the 21 cases that were neither ~ecommended nor not recommended, 
there were4 graduates, 8 withdrawa.ls, 8 academic dro,p-outs, andl still 
enrolled. As in the third category. the ntllllber of academic drop-outs is 
twice the number of graduates. The academic drop-out rate (38.09 per 
eent) is higher and the graduate rate (19.0S per cent) lower than the rates 
for any'of the three recommended categoties. 
Of the 209 cases in the study 68 (32.53 per cent) graduated, 73 
(34.93 per cent) withdrew without prejudice, 53 (25.36 per cent) were 
academic drop-outs, 13 (6.23 per cent) were still enrolled, and 2 (G.96 
per cent) were disciplinary drop-outs. 
Table III reveals that although the ca.sea in the first category co. 
' . -
prised only 15.31 per cent of the total cases, they produced 2.S per cent 
: . ' I ' 
of the graduates and only S.66 per cent of the ac~d~ic drop..outs. Thia 
group a1so furnished 16.44 per cent of the total withdrawals without. 
prejudice. 
The cases in the second category represented 62.20 per cent of a11 
eases. This group supplied 64.71 per cent of the graduates, 60.27 pe: 
cent of the withdrawals, 56.60 per cent of the academic drop-outs, 
84.62 per cent of those still enrolled, and SO per cent of the disclp-
linary drop-outs. 
The third category represented. S.74 per cent of a.11 cases, but. 
furnished 11.32 per cent of the academic drop-outs• about twice the 
proportion1;te share for this group. Although t11e number of graduates 
was equal to the_nu:mber of withdrawals in this category. the 4.41 per 
cent of total graduates was slightly higher than the 4.11 per cent of 
total withdrawale. 
The fourth category had 6.70 per cent of the ea.aes, but furnished 
no graduates. This group had 11.32 per cent of the academic drop.outs, 
SO per cent of the disciplinary drop-outs, ? .69. per cent of the still .. 
enrolled, and 8.22 pet' cent of the withd.rawals. 
The 21 cases in the fifth category represented 10.0$ per cent of 
all cases, yet this group furnished only S.88 per cent of the graduates 
and 1s.10 per cent of the academic drop.outs. Tb.is .. group also had 7.69 
per cent of those still enrolled and 10.96 per cent of the withdrawals. 
TABLB III 
THB PER CENT OF CASES WITH EAOi TYPB OF IWCOMMRNDATION IN EACH 
CIASSIPICATION OP nm RESULTS OP nm POLI.Otl UP STUDY 
Categories of Total Withdrew with- Academic Still Disciplinary 
llecommenda.tions cases Graduated out prejudice drop-out enrolled drop-out 
per cent per cent per cent per cent per cent per cent 
(.0 Highly 
recommended 15.31 25.00 16.44 s.66 o.oo o.oo 
(2) R.ecODllllended 62.20 64,71 60.27 56.60 84.62 so.oo 
{3) Recommended with 
qualif ica.tiona 5.74 4,41 4.11 11.32 o.oo o.oo 
(4) Not recommended 6.70 o.oo 8.22 11.32 7.69 so.oo 
(5) Not indicated 10.os 5.88 10.96 15.10 7.69 o.oo 
TOl'AtS 100.00 100.00 10\!.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
... 
N 
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It is interesting to note that this group furnished about SO per cent · 
more academic drop.outs and 40 per cent fewer graduates than its pro-
portionate share. 
Table IV presents the nuaber of cases enrolled and the grade 
ratings each semester for the ca.sea in each of the five categories of 
reeoMendations. The last line presents the total enrollaent each 
semester and the mean grade rating for e.11 cases. The nine cues that 
witbdrew without prejudice and the one case that was temporarily sus-
pended for disciplinary reasons have been excluded frOPl the first ae-
aester figures because they had no grades. 
An: analysis· of Table IV shows that the cases in the first category 
maintained a. mean grade rating considerably above the mean rating of all 
cases.throughout the eight semesters. Those .in the second ca.tegoi:y 
maintained a mean grade rating above the mean 5emester rating for all. 
cases in every semester except the fifth. Por this group, the greatest 
decrease in enrol~nt from one semeste: to the next (2.a cases, 24.72 pet 
cent of enrollment the preceding semester) coincides with the one signi• 
f icant decrease in menn grade ratings between successive semesters. The 
cases in the third category had the lowest mean grade ratings of all groups 
in the first. second, and fourth semesters. Their rating increased fro• 
.093 the fourth semester to 1.03.S the fifth semester, a!te.r a. decrease in 
enrollment of 43 per cent from the fourth aemester. The cases in the fourth 
category had the lowest mean ratings of all case& in a.11 semesters eJt-
eept the first, second, and fourth. At no time was their ra.ting above 
TABLB IV 
• 
NUMBER llNROU..E.D AND .MBAN mAD.B RATING POO. CASES IN BACH CATBIDRY OP 
RBCOM.'•1liNDATI~S AT THE BND OP BACH S.BMBSTBR FOR POUR YEARS 
CATBOOlUllS of Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3 Semester 4 Semester S 
recommendations 
no. rating no. ratin_g no. rating no. rating no. rating 
(1) Highly 
recommended 30 1.425 28 1.505 23 1.sso 23 1.465 18 1.559 
(2) Recommended 126 .592 106 .a11 91 .809 89 .893 67 .110 
(3) Recommended with 
qualifications 11 -.353 10 -.239 7 .394 7 .093 4 1.035 
(4) Not recommended 12 .161 10 .oso 10 -.131 8 .sn 4 -.060 
(5) Not indicated 2!) .285 14 .so9 13 .703 12 .816 10 .831 
Semester Mean 199 .589 170 .799 144 .832 138 .926 103 .892 
TABLB IV (CONTINUED) 
Categories of Semester 6 Semester 7 Semester 8 All semester 
recommendations 
No. ratins: no. rating no. rating mean rating 
(1) Highly 
recommended 17 1.716 1S 1.825 15 1.677 1.523 
(2) Recommended 63 1.089 55 l.l!SS 49 1.291 .882 
(3) Recommended with 
qualifications 3 1.480 3 1.430 3 l.S23 .330 
(4) Not recommended 1 .310 3 • 980 s 1.000 .151 . 
(S) Not indicated 9 1.002 4 1.485 5 1.320 .704 
Semester Mean 1.188 1.304 1.368 .908 
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the aean for all caaea in the respective semesters. The mean rating 
for cases in the fifth category rose steadily as the number of cases 
enrolled decreased, until their mean was above_ the mean for all cases in 
the seventh semester. 
Prom.. &n analysis of the data that have been presented in this 
chapter, it appears that the most reliable secondary school recommenda-
tion is that of the fourth category, not recommended. Of the 14 cases, 
not one graduated, an4 only one was still en.rolled in 1960. Acadenic 
dr~out& and diseiplinaTy action accounted for one-half of the group. 
a Although none of the group was an academic drop.out the first semester, 
3 
4 (28•51 per cent) were on the academic def ieiency list. Only one 
case remained in college after the fifth semester. Pinal.1y, the very 
low grade rating for this group substantiates the concb,sion that t~ 
seconda.ry school appraisal for the group was justified. 
The next most reliable recomntendation appears to be that of the 
first category, recommended highly. 'lbis gi:oup, from which only 15.31 
per cent of the c&ses in the study were drawn, produced 25 per cent 
of the graduates and only 5.66 per cent of the academic drop.outs. The 
17: 3 ratio of graduates to academic d~op..outs is extremely high. Of 
the 156 deficiencies, this group was responsible for only 8 (5.13 per 
cent). The grade rating for the group was in all seaesters higher than 
the highest semester mean for all cases, which was that of the eighth 
1cf Table XX.I in Appendix. 
3: 
cl Table XX.II !n Appendix. 
' 
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sesnester. The academic, success of the group demonstrates the high 
degree of accuracy for this recommendation. 
The second category of recom;iendations appears to be Ruch less · 
reliable than categoiry one or four. This group furnished 62.20 per cent 
of the cases, 64.71 per cent of the graduates, and 60.27 per cent of 
the withdrawals. The group also furnished 91 per cent of its proportionate 
share-of academic dtop..outs. The ratio of gradu&tes to academic drop... 
outs is only about 3 to 2. The mean grade rating for this group is 
.882. slightly below the .908 rating lot all cases. In only the first 
and second semesters was the semester mean for the group above that 
tor all eases• At the end of the first year there had been 38 on the 
deficiency list, and 46.67 per cent of the academic drop-outs.from.this 
group had occurred. However, 68.46 per cent of the grot.1p stayed in 
college through the fourth sentester. This is slightly higher than the 
66.03 per cent of all cases that were enrolled through the fourth. 
sem.ester. It is als<> 16 per cent greater than the S8.89 per cent, of 
the Preshman Class of 1948-49 that remained for a similar period.4 
It appears that the only conclusion that can be aade at this time is 
that the rec011D1endation in the second category is reliable in a.majority 
of cases. It is hoped th&t the study of related factors, as set forth 
in the succeeding chapters, may determine more definitely the reliability 
of this recommendation • 
..,_______________ 
4wi11iaa McLean Trausneck, "Some Factors Relating the Success of 
Richmond College Students to Their High School Preparation" (unpublished 
Master'• thesis, The University of Richmond, Richmond, 1950), p. 18. 
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The. group recommended. with qualifications had only 1.2 cases, 25 
per cent of whom. graduated and SO per.cent, of whom were acadeJllic dtop-
outs. The ratio of graduates to withdrawals vithout prejudice was the 
same as tha..t for category two. However, the ratio of graduates to 
• ' • • 1 
acadenic drop-ou.ts wa.s only 1:2 as compar.ed w~th the ~:2 ratio for . 
category two. This group supplied twice .its proportionate share of 
' I. . , . ' 
academic drop-outs and almo~t twice its share of the academically deficient 
students. The grade rati!lg of this group the first aemester was. -.353 1 
the lowest of any group i? any semester. After th~ fifth semester, when 
two-thirds of the group were no longer in college, the grade rating rose 
above the mean for all cases. 
A recol!l1'lendation w.ith quali{ications indicates soq doubts on the 
part of the.recommender. That these doubts were justified in SOlle cases 
is supported by the college records. However, it ia to be expected 
that the number of academic droJ>-outs from this category should not be 
twice the? number of graduates. Therefore, it ia eone~uded that the 
reco1U1endation with qual!f ications is not a reliable indicator ot success 
in college in a majority of cases.. The degrees of unreliability may be 
established nore definitely after a study of related f aetors. 
No ~ndication of any recommendation is by negation r. recornmendati.on. 
A comparison of the achievement of ca.sea in this category with that of 
cases in the third category shows tha.t the ratio of graduates to 
academic drop-outs is 1:2 for both categories, but the percentage of 
withdrawal~ without prejudice from the fifth category (Table II, pnge 9) 
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is larger than that from the third.· Therefore~ it appears that no 
rec011J1endation at all is almost the equivalent of a recommendation with 
qualifications. 
In general, the seconda.rf school recOJIUllendation will ennble an 
admissions committee to distinguish between those applicants who will 
most probably pc.as and those who will most probably fail. However, to 
determine more accurately the degree of success or failure, it seems 
aore sensitive instr~ents are needed. 
CHAPTBR III 
AN ANALYSIS OF THB RBLL\BILITY OP 11lB RBCOMMBNDATlONS 
MADE BY nm SECONDARY SCHOOL OFFICIALS 
The person responsible for making the aeconda.:y school recoamen-
dation for a student seeking college admission is awai:e that he must 
maintain the integrity of the school if admissions committees are to 
accept the recommendations of the school in the future. He 111&kes the 
recommendation with the knowledge that his judgement of the student aay 
be in error. Piuther, he knows that his reconmendation cannot accurately 
"measure the influence on the student of the environmental change tha.t ia 
in store for the successful college applicant. The recomnending person 
is under SOllle pressure from parents and the coamunity to obtain college 
admission for those students who desire it; for he knows that, to some 
degree, the collece preparatory program of his school will be judged by 
the measure of acceptance his students attain vith the college of their 
choice. 
Table V shows tha~: of the 209 cases in the study, principals signed 
the tran~cripts or aa.de the recommendation in 1S2 cases. Assistant princi-
pals ma.de recoimaendat.f.ons for 29 cases, guidance personnel for 17 cases, 
and the secretary or registrar for 6 cases. In S caaes no one signed the 
transcript or made & recommendation. 
The recoimaendation most of ten ma.de was that of category two. recomi-
mended, which occurred in 130 cues. There were 32 cases which were 
Total 
Ile commending cases 
official 
no. 
Principal 152 
Assistant 
Principal 29 
<llidance 
Officer 17 
Other 6 
None 5 
TOTALS 209 
TABLB V 
DISTRIBtrrION OP REC~NDATIONS .MADB BY 
SECONDARY SCHOOL OFFICIALS 
Highly Recommended Recommended with 
recommended gualif ications 
no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent 
24 15~79 98 64!47 8 S.26 
4 13.79 19 6S,S2 2 . 6~90 
4 23.53 9 52.95 2 11.76 
0 o.oo .. 66.67 0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
32 15.31 130 62.20 12 s.14 
Not 
r·ecommended 
no. per cent 
9 S.92 
3 10~34 
2 11.76 
0 0.00· 
0 o.oo 
. ~., 
14 6.70 
Not 
indicated 
no. per cent 
13 8.56 
l 3.45 
0 o.oo 
2 '33.33' 
~s 100.00 
21 10.os 
N 
... 
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highly recoll!llendedi 12 cases were rec0111111ended with qualifications; and 
there were 14 cases not rec0mmended. In 21 cases the student was neither 
recommended nor not recommended, the reeomaending person, either deliber-
ately or by oversight, failing to make any kind of recOlllllendation. It 
wa.a noted that thirty-five cases (13.75 per cent) were admitted to 
Richmond.College without the endorsement of the secondary school, or 
contrary to its reco111mendation. 
An analysis of Table VI reveals that $8.82 per cent of the cases 
for 'Whom the guidance officer made a recol!l!lendation had graduated, where-
as only 32.89 per cent of those recommended by the principal a.11d only 
20.69 per cent of the eases recommended by the assistant principal had 
graduated. Tbe rate of academic drop..out from the group recommended by 
the guidance officer was only 17.65 per cent, but from the principal'& 
group the rate was 26.32 per cent, and from the assistant principal'& 
group• 27.59 per cent. The rate of with~awal without prejudice from 
the group· recommended by the assistant principal was 37.93 per cent;· 
that fr.om the principal's group, 34.87 per centJ and from. tbe guidance 
officer's group, only 17.65 per cent. 
A CO!llparison of Table VI and Table VII reveals the .same pattern 
exists when all cases not recommended are excluded. Table VII probably 
gives a more accurate overall appraisal of the racon:uaendations of the 
three main recommending persons, because of the exclusion of the cases 
they definitely did not recommend for admission. 
TABLB VI 
DISPOSITION OP CASBS RECOMMENDED BY EAQI 
TYPE OF RBCOMMBNDINO PERSON 
Total Graduated Withdrew witb- Academic Still Disciplinary Recommending cases out 2rejudice dro2::out enrolled droe::out 
person 
no. no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no •. per cent no. per cent 
•. 
Principal 152 so 32.89 53 34.87 40 26.32 8 .5.26 1 0.66 
Assistant 
Principal 29 6 20.69 11 37.93 8 27.S9 4 13.79 0 o.oo 
Gsidance 
Officer 17 10 S8.82 3 17.6.5 3 17.65 0 o.oo 1 s.us 
Other 6 0 o.oo 4 66.66 l 16.67 1 16.67 0 o.oo 
None s 2 40.00 2 40.00 1 20.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
TOrALS 209 68 32.53 13 34.93 53 25.36 13 6.22 2 0.96 
TABLE VII 
DISPOOITIOB OF C.ASll.S RliDOJmE?IDED 'WITH 
AJ;L C~ES NO? RECOlWENDED EXCWDED : 
Total. Graduated W'ithdrmr with• Academic . Still :. Diaoiplinary 
Recommending. caaea out Ere~dioe · drop.-out · :. enrolled 'droP-OUt ·. 
person '·j ' i 
no. pqr cent no. no. per cent no. per cent· no. par cent · J:J.O• per oent· · 
Prinoipa.l 143 50 34.96. ·4a .33·50 38 26.56 7 4.05 Q .o.oo 
Assistant 
Principal 26 6. 23.oa 10 3s.46 6 23.oe 4 15.38 0 o.oo 
Guidance 
'. 
Officer 15 10 66.66 3 20.00 1 6.67 0 o.oo 1 ;6.67 
other 6 0 o.oo 4 66.66 l 16.67 1 16.67 0 o.oo 
I 
None 5 2 4Q.oo 2 4o.oo l 20.00 0 o.oo 0 . o.oo 
TO?.ALS 195 68 34.aa 67 34.36 47 24.10 12 :.· 6.15. l o.5i 
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Table VIII 18 an analysis of the follow-up study of the case!! tha.t 
were recommended highly by each of the classifications of recomm.ending 
persons. This table shows the guidance officer•s reco.umendation to be 
most accurate, for all four of the cases he recommended highly graduated. 
o£ those recommended highly by the assistant principal, half graduated 
and half withdrew without prejudice. Of the twenty-four recommended 
highly by the principal, 45.83 per cent graduated, 41.67 per cent with-
drew, and 12.SO per cent were academic droi>-outs. 
Table IX is an analysis of the follow-up study of cases appraised 
as recommended. The table again shows that the guidance officer im.de the 
most reliable recommendation, for over half (S5.S6 per cent) of his 
students graduated, and not one was an academic drop.out. More than 
one-third (30.73 per cent) of the principal's group graduated, and nearly 
one-fourth (24.50 pet cent) were academic drop-outs. The recommendation 
of the assistant ptincipa.1 appears unreliable. Al'tllough the aeadem.ie 
drop-outs were only 26.32 per cent of the cases in this group, only 
15.?9 per cent graduated. However, 21.05 per cent were still enrolled. 
It is noted in Table X that the assistant principal and the guidance 
off ice~ each recommended with qualifications only two cases, too small a 
number of cases from which to draw valid conclusions. However, one case 
fr<>11 ea.ch group graduated. Of the eight cases recoimended with qualifi-
cations by the principal, only one (12.SO per cent) graduated, and five 
{62.50 per cent) were academic drop-outs. 
Table XI shows that of .the fourteen cases tba.t were not recommended• 
the principal was responsible for nine; the assistant principal, three; 
TABLB VIII 
DISPOSITION OP CASES RECOMMENDED HIGlLY BY EACH 
EACH TYPE OF R.BCOMMBNDING P.BRSON 
Total Graduated Withdreu with- Academic Still Disciplinary Rec0JU1ending cases out 2rejudice dro2::out enrolled drOJ2::0Ut 
person 
no. no. per cent no. per cent no. pe.r cent no. per cent no. per cent 
Principal 24 11 45.83 1() 41.67 3 ta.so 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Aasistant 
Principal 4 2 so.oo 2 so.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Cbidance 
Officer 4 4 100.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 
None 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTALS 32 17 53.13 12 31.so 3 9.37 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
TABIB IX 
DISPOSITION OF P.ECOMMBNDJlD CASBS BY EAOi 
TYPB OP P.BCOMMENDIN G P.IlRSOK 
Total Gc'adua.ted Withdrew with- Academic Still Disciplinary Recommending cases out ereJudice· droe::out enrolled droe::out. 
person 
no. no •. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent 
Principal 96 36 36.73 32 JZ96S 24 24.50 6 6.12 0 o.oo 
Assistant. 
Principal 19 3 15.79 7 36•84 26.52 21.05 0 o.oo 
Gil dance 
Officer 9 5 ss.s6 3 33.33 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 1 11;11 
Other 2 o- o.oo a so.oo 1 25.00 1 25.00 0 o.oo 
Mone 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTALS 126 44 33e84 44 33.84 30 23~08 11 8.,46 1 0.11 
Total 
Recommending cases 
person 
no. 
Principal· 8 
Assistant 
Principal 2 
G.tidance 
Off lcer 2 
Other 0 
None 0 
Tal'ALS 12 
TABLB X 
DISPOSITION OP CASBS RE.ca.!MBMDBD WITll QUALIFICATIONS 
BY EACH TYPB OP RBCOMMBNDING PERScti 
Graduated Withdrew with- Academic Still 
out 2reJudice drol!::out enrolled 
no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent 
1 12.so 2 25.00 s 62.SO 0 a.oo 
1 so.oo 1 so.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
1 50.00 0 o.o.:> 1 so.oo 0 o.oo 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 as.oo 3 2s.oo 6 so.oo 0 o.oo 
Disciplinary 
drOI?:OUt 
no. per cent 
0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 
0 
0 
0 o.oo 
TABLB XI 
DISPOSITION OP CAS.BS NOT llBCOMMBNDED 
Total Graduated Withdrew with- Aeaduic Still Disciplinary Recommending eases out ereJudice dr01?=0Ut enrolled droe::out 
person 
no. no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent 
Principal 9 0 o.oo 5 55.56 2 22.22 l 11.11 1 11.11 
Assistant 
Principal 3 0 o.oo 1 33.33 2 66.67 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Giidanee 
' Officer 2 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 2 100.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 
None 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOTALS 14 0 o.oo 6 42.86 6 42.86 1 7.14 1 7.14 
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and the guidance officer, two. None· of this group graduated, but one· 
from the principa.l's group was still enrolled. Of the other eight cases 
from. the principal'& sroup, only two (22.22 per cent) were academic drop.. 
outs, one was a disciplinary drop-out, and five withdrew without prejudice. 
Since all of the guid:mce officer's group and two-thirds of the aaai&tant 
principal's group were academic dro1>-outs, it would appeal: that the 
principa.l's recommendation was not as reliable as that of the other two. 
However, the number of cases is perhaps too sru&ll to substantiate this 
conclusion. Altogetb.e.r, it appears that a student who is not ·reeom.menrted 
by his school is an exceedingly·poor prospect for admission to Richmond 
College. 
Prom an analysis of the data in Table xxr, it was noted that in 
Eive cases no one signed the transcript nor made any kind of recommenda-
tion for the applicant. Of these five unclasslf ied eases, two graduated, 
two withdrew, and one was an academic ch'op-out. Of the sixteen othet 
cases for which there wa.s no indication of any recommendation, the 
principal signed thirteen of the transcripts, the secretary or registr&r, 
two; and the assistant principal, one. 
there is no way to judge its validity. 
Since no recommendation was made; 
However, it appears that an 
unsigned transcript uay be an oversight, but a signed one with no recom-
mendation tends to have the force of a qualified reeollUllCndation. 
PrOJ!l the data presented in this chapter, it is indicated that the 
recommendation of the guidance officer is highly reliable !n all categories. 
TABLE XII 
DISPOSITION OP CASBS POR WHIOi NO 
JlBCOMMENDATia<l WAS INDICATED 
Total Graduated Withdrew with- Academic Still Disciplinary Recommending cases out l?rcJudice dro2:out enrolled dro2:out 
person 
no. no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent 
Principal 13 lS.38 30.78 6 46.15 1 7.69 0 o.oo 
Assistant 
Principal 1 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 1 100.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
QJidance 
Officer 0 0 0 0 0 
Other a 0 o.oo 2 100.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
None 5 2 40.00 2 40.00 1 20.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
TOTALS 21 4 19.05 8 38.09 8 38.09 1 4.76 0 o.oo 
~2 
Of the.cases for which he was responsible, pnly three were. academic drop. 
outs. Of these three cases, two were not r~commended, and the other wae 
recOJ!tll1ended with qualifications. The percentage of graduates from.eases 
recommended by the guidance officer was. the highest of all recomuending 
persons. Table VII, page 24. shows that exactly. two-thirdo of the cues. 
recommended by the guidance officer graduated. 
The reliability of a recommendation by the principal appears more 
difficult to establish. Of the prineipal's recOl!Wendatione in the first 
and second categories, the nwnber of cases graduated was greater than the 
combined number of academic drop-outs and those still enrolled. lb.e 
nwnber. of graduates f tom each of these categories was also larger than the 
number.of withdrawals. However, only 12.5 per cent ~f the eight cases 
recommended with qualifications graduated, and only 22.22 per cent of 
those not recommended were aca.demie drop-outs. It would appear, then, 
that the principal's recommendation ls reliable in a large nUJ11bcr of 
cases in the first category and in the majority of cases in the second 
category of recommendations. However, his recommendations in categories. 
three and four .appear less reliable. 
lt seems that the recommendations of the assistant principal are 
highly reliable in categories three and four, but the number of cases 
is too small to justify a valid conclus~on. The 3:5 ratio of graduate• 
to academic drop-outs for the cases recommended by the assistant princi-
pal in category two seems to indicate that his recommendation is sonewhat 
unreliable in this category. 
., 
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ln summary, it is indicated that the validity of the secondary 
school recommendation does vary among the groups of recomoi.ending persona 
in the following manner: 
(l) The recommendations of the guicta.nce officer appear to be highly 
valid •. (2) The recommendations of tlle' principal. seem' to be vali'd in .... ' 
naJority of 'the cases, except in category three (recom.ended witl1 quali-
ficaiions). · (3) 'the recOlllillendations of the assistant priricipal tend'. 
to' be reliable in all c'ategories except the aecond. (recommended). 
•I' 
,. 
' . 
AN ANALYSIS OP 'niB RELIABILITY OP 'IHll SECONDARY SCHOOL 
RBC<J.-!MBNDATION BY nm SIZ.B AND KnID OP SCHOOL 
'nlc schools in the study varied in size from one smal~ rural school 
with a graduating class of 4 to a large urban school with a graduating 
class of 950. No private or urban school was as saali as the smallest 
rural school, but no rural school was as large as the largest private 
school. To what extent arc such differences among the secondary school.S 
reflected in differences in the reliability of their recommendations fot 
adniss!on to Richmond College? 
Table XIII shows the distribution o( cases by size and kind of 
secondary school. Arranged by si:e, there were 126 large schools, 40 
~edium schools, and 43 small ones. Of the 126 urban schools, 109 were 
large, 11 medium, and 6 small. There were no large rural schools, 12 
mediUlll, and 27 small. Of the 44 private schools, 17 were large, 17 medium, 
and 10 small~ 
Table XIV shows the distribution of the recommendations by she and 
kind of school from which the recollll!1endation came. Among the classifi-
cations of schools, urban schools made 60.29 per cent of the recollll1lendations; 
rural, 18.66 per cent; and private, 21.0S per cent. When the schools we~e 
classified by size, it was found that large schools made 60.2? per eent 
of the recommendations; small schools. 20.S7 per cent: and iaediwa schools, 
19.14 per cent. It would seem that Richmond College obtains a majority 
of its students from large urban achools. 
TABLE XIII 
DIS'm!BUTION OP CASES BY SIZB AND 
KIND OP SECONDARY S<llOOL 
Kind 
Urban 
Rural 
Private 
TOTALS 
Small 
6 
27 
10 
43 
Medium 
11 
la 
17 
40 
Large 
109 
0 
11 
126 
Total 
126 
39 
44 
209 
35 
TABLH XIV 
DISTRIBUTIONS OP RECOMMBNDATIONS 
BY SIZB AND KIND OP SOIOOL 
Total Highly Recommended with Not Not 
cases· recommended Recommended gualif ications reco:mmmded indir.:a.ted School 
no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no •. per cent 
Urban 126 60.29 17 13.49 11 61.11 8 6~35 9 7.14 15 11.91 
Rural 39 18.66 9 23.08 24 61.54 4 10.25 0 o.oo 2 S.13 
Private 44 21.os 6 13.64 29 65.91 0 o.oo s 11.36 .4 9.09 
Tota11 209 100.00 32 lS.31 130 62.2() 12 s.74 14 6.70 21 10.os 
Small 43 20.57 5 11.63 28 65.U 4 9.30 4 9.30 2 4.65 
Medium 40 19.14 8 20.00 24 60.00 2 s.oo 2 s.oo 4 10.00 
Large 126 60.29 19 15.08 78 61.90 6 4.76 8 6.35 1.5 ·11.91 
Total2 209 100.00 32 15.31 130 62.20 12 s.1-t 14 6.70 21 10.os 
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Purther analysis of Table XIV shows that rural and medium schools 
tend to recommend highly a greater percentage of their students than do 
schools in any'othnr classification. aural schools and small schools 
seem to make a recommendation with qualif icationa for a larger percentage 
of their students than do other schools. None of the rural schools 
fl')und it necessary to refuse to reeontnlend any of their stude.nts. en the 
other hand, the percenta~ of students not reco!llillended was highest 
aP1ong small schools and private schools. Private schools did not 111&ke 
a single rec011lt'tendation with qualifications, but they had the highest 
percenta3e of cases rec0111mended. 
Table XV shows that 38.49 per cent of the cases from urban schools 
and 37.30 per cent of cases frOJll luge schools graduated frOin Richmond 
College. Only ao.45 p~r cent of the easea from private schools, 22.50 
per cent fr<YI:i medium schools, 25.64 per cent from nu:oa.1, and 27 .91 per 
cent of cases from small schools graduated. 
The pe.reentage of withdrawals without prejudice wa.s highest among 
eases from medium schools css.oo per cent) a.nd lowest among those f roa 
small schools (2S.S8 per cent). However, the percentage of academic 
droJ>-outs was highest among eases from. S'lltllll schools (34.88 per cent) 
and lowest among medium schools ( 22.so per cent). The small schools 
alao bad the highest percentage of eases (11.63 per cent) st!11 4!1t1rolled, . 
and the medium sehoo1s had the lowest (0.00 per cent). 
Table XVI is an analysis of the disposition of all cases recommended 
highly by each classification of secondary schools. This table shows 
TABLB XV 
DISPOSITION OP CASBS RECOMMEND.ED BY S IZB 
AND KIND OP SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Total Graduatl!d Withdrew with- Academic Still Disciplina.r7 
School cases out prejudice d.rOJ?=OUt .. enrolled drop-out 
no. no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent 
Urban 126 49 38.49 39 30.95 30 23.81 6 4.76 2 1.59 
I 
Rural 39 10 25.64 16 41.03 10 ZS.64 3 7.69 0 o.oo 
Private 44 9 20.45 18 40.91 13 29.SS 4 9.09 0 o.oo 
Total 1 209 68 32.53 73 34.93 53 25.36 13 6.22 _2 o.96 
Small 43 u 27.91 11 2S.S8 15 34.88 s 11.63 0 o.oo 
Medium 40 9 22.so 22 s.s.oo 9 22.so 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Large 126 41 '3'1.30 40 31.15 29 23.01 8 6.35 2 1.s9 
Total 2 209 68 32.53 73 34.93 53 25.36 13 6.22 2 0.96 
w 
Qt 
TABLB XVI 
DISPOSITION OP CASBS RBCOMMBNDBD HIGILY BY 
SIZB AND KIND OP SllCONDARY SCHOOL 
Total Gcaduated Withdrew with- Academic Still Disciplinary cases out prejudice drop-out enrolled drop;=out School 
no. no •. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no •. per cent no. per cent 
Urban: -
Small 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Medium 2 2 100.,00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
tarse 16 11 68.75 3 18.75 2 12.so 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Total· 18 13 1a.22 3 16~67 .2 11.11 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Rural: 
Small s 1 20.00. 4 ao.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Medium· 3 1 33.33 2 66.67 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Luge 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-. 
- -Total 8 2 2s.oo 6 75.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo. 
Private: 
Small 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.MediUlll 3 1 33.33 2 66.67 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
tarse 3 1 33.33 1 33.33 l' 33.33 0 o.oo 0 o.oo· 
Total 6 2 33.~3 3 so.oo 1 16.67 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Totals: 32 17 53.13 12 37.SO 3 9.37 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Small s l 20.00 4 so.oo 0 o.oo () o.oo 0 o.oo 
Medium 8 4 so.oo 4 so.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 0 ~.oo 
Large 19 u 63.16 4 21.os :; lS.79 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
w 
~ 
that 72.22 per cent of 'the cases recomuiended higbly by urban schools 
graduated,· whereas only 33. 33 per cent of those rec0WJ1ended hi8hl.r 't)y 
private schools graduated, and only 25.00 per cent of those from rur~l 
schools graduated. The large school n.lso had a' higher percenta.ge of 
cases to graduate tha.u did mudium and small scllools, which had S0.00 per 
cent and 20.00 per cent respectively. 
The per cent of caGes withdrawn without prejudicu was as £ollows: 
urban, 16.67 per cent; rural 75.00 per cent; private, !0.00 per cent; 
small, 80.00 per cent; nedium, 50.00 per cent; and large, 21.05. pci; cent~ 
'l'hc academic droP""'outs were al1 from. large scllools, where the peJ:centage 
was lS.79. 
It appears that the least reliable schools, when they recommend a 
student highly, a.re the rural and Stlall lichools, especially the &&!lall 
rura.1 schools vhose rec0Dlllienda.tio11 appears llilO&t unreliable. The gxoup 
with the most reliable recommendation seems to be tl~ urban school, 
espeGially the mediUtM uxban school, althougn larb:re schools in general 
appear to make a reliable recomnendation. The private·achools ate also 
unreliable when they recommend hibl1l)•, but not M unreliable as the ru.ra.1 
or small schools. 
Table XVII shows that, of the groups of schoola from which 130 case.s 
were recoamended, urban schools had the largest peicentage of graduates " 
(3S.96 per cent), closely followed by the large schools (36.71 per cent). 
lile urban and the la.rge schools also had the Slllllllest percentage of 
academic droi>-outs (19.48 per cent and 18.99 per cent, respectively). 
TABLB XVII 
DISPOSI'l'I~ OF RBCOl«ENDiiD CASES BY 
SIZB AND KIND OP SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Total Gtaduated Withdrew with- Academic Still Disciplinary 
School cases out prejudice drop: out enrolled drop-out 
noa no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent 
Urban: 
Small 4 2 so.oo 0 o.oo a so.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Medium 8 2 25.00 s 62.SO 1 u.so 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Lu~ 65 26 40.00 22 33.85 12 18.46 4 6.lS 1 1 • .54 
Total 77 30 38.96 27 35.07 15 19.48 4 S.19 1 1.30 
Rural: 
Small 17 6 35.29 3 17.65 s 29.41 3 17.65 0 o.oo 
Medium 7 l 14.29 4 57.14 a 28.57 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
La.r e 0 
Total · 24 7 29.17 1 29.17 7 29.17 3 12.so 0 o.oo 
Private: 
Small 7 2 28.57 2 28.57 2 28.57 1 14.29 0 o.oo 
M4tdium a 2 as.oo 3 "J'l. so 3 37.SO 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Lari! 14 3 21.43 5 3S.71 3 21.43 3 21.43 0 o.oo 
Total 29 7 24.14 10 34.48 8 27.59 4 13.79 0 o.oo 
Totals: 130 44 33.84 44 33.84 30 23.08 11 8.46 1 0.77 
Small 28 10 35.72 s 17.86 9 32.14 4 14.28 0 o.oo 
Medium 23 s 21.74 12 52.1? 6 26.09 o·. o.oo 0 o.oo 
Large 79 29 36.71 27 34.18 15 18.99 1 8.86 1 . 1.26 
... 
... 
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While the small school haS the lowest rate of withdrawal without prejudice 
(17.86 per cent), it alao has the highest rate of academic drop-outs 
(32.14 per cent). 
In general, the urban and the large schools, again seem to have the 
aost reliable i:eeOlllllendations and the private and medium schools the 
·least reliable recommendations. Specifically, the reCOt:l!llCndat!on of the 
large urban school is the most reliable, while that of the medilt!l! rural 
and mediua private school is the most unreliable. 
Table XVIII is an analysis of the 12 cases recOBJ11ended with quali-
fications. Because of the small number of cases from all classif icationa 
except urban and large, it is perhaps impossible to make m1.ny valid con-
clusions. However, th~re appears to be a tendency for this recox:n:iendat!on 
to be highly reliable when ma.de by a large school and a little less re-
liable when made by an urban school. None of the cases ree01llllcnded with 
qualifications from rural, or small, or medium schools graduated, while 
so.oo per cent of the eases from large schools and 37.50 per cent froa 
urban schools graduated. 
Ta.ble XIX shows that when a school of any classification states 
that an applicant ie not recommended by the school, the recOll!!'lendation is 
most reliable. Since no case not recommended graduated, the general re-
liability of this recoimnendation is measured by the percentage of academic 
drop-outs compared with the percentage of withdrawals and those still en-
rolled. On this basis, the recommendation of the private school, appears 
valid to a greater degree than the recommendation from other schools. 
Total 
School cases 
no. 
Urban: 
Small 1 
Medium 1 
Larae 6 
Total 8 
Rural: 
Small 3 
Meditllll l 
Larfle 0 
Total 4 
Private: 
Sm.all 0 
Medium 0 
i.u6_! 0 
Total 0 
Totalsi 12 
Small 4 
Medium 2 
Large 6 
TABLE XVIII 
DISPOSITIOO OP CASBS RBCOMMBNDBD WITH QUALIFICATIONS 
BY SIZB Al"'ID KIND OF SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Qi: adua. ted Withdrew with- Academic Still 
out pxejudice drop= out enrolled 
no. per cent no. per cent 110. per cent 110. per cent 
0 o.oo 0 o.oo 1 100.00 0 . o.oo 
0 o.oo 0 o.oo 1 100.00 0 o.oo 
3 .so.oo 1 16.67 2 33~33 0 o.oo 
3 n!so 1 12.so 4 so.oo 0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 1 33.33 2 66.67 0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 1 100.00· 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
0 0 0 0 
0 o.oo 2 so.co 2 so.oo 0 o.oo 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 25.00 3 25.00 6 .so.oo 0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 1 2s.oo 3 75.00 0 o.oo 
0 o .• oo 1 so.oo 1 so.oo 0 o.oo 
3 so.oo 1 16.-67 a 33.33 0 o.oo 
Disciplinary 
drop= out 
no. per cent 
0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 
0 
0 o.oo 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 
0 o.oo 
• w 
TABLB XIX 
DISPOSITION OP NOT RBCOMMBNDBD CASBS BY 
SIZB AND JCIND OP SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Total Graduated Withdrew with- Academic Still Disciplinary 
School cases out prejudice drop-out enrolled drop=: out 
no. no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent 
Urban: 
Small l 0 o~co 0 o.,oo 0 o.oo 1 100.00 0 o.oo 
Medium 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lar&! 8 0 o.co 4 so.oo 3 3'i .so 0 o.oo l 12.so 
Total 9 0 o.oo 4 44.44 3 33.33 1 11.11 1 11 .. 11 
Rurali 
Sma.11 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Medium Q 0 0 0 0 0 
Lare a 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Q 0 0 0 0 0 
Private: 
Small ·3 0 o.oo 1 33.33 2 66.67 0 o.oo 0 O.;OO 
Medium 2 0 o.oo 1 so.oo l so.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Large 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total s 0 o.oo 2 40.00 3 60.00 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Totals: 14 0 o.oo 6 42.,86 6 42.86 1 7.14 1 7.14 
Small .. 0 a.co 1 as.oo a so.oo 1 25.00 0 o.oo 
Medium. 2 0 o~co 1 so~oo 1 so.oo 0 o.oo 0 o.oo 
Large 8 0 o.oo .. so.oo 3 37.so 0 o.oo l 12.so 
~ 
~-
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From an analysis of .Table XX, it appears that no recOJlllllendation of .. 
any kind fron a private school is alt:tost .the equivalent of not r~c0Jm11ended. 
Of the Jour cases frOftl private schools. none graduated, three u:lthdrew,. 
and one was an academic drop.out~ No recOl!ll!lendat!on .from a large urban 
school appears to be equivalent to a reeOl!U!lendation with qualifications 
ha.lf the time and not reeO?llr.lended the other half, for three of the 
fifteen cases graduated, one was still enrolled, and six were aca.derdc 
drop.outs. 
In summary, it appears that anv recommendation from a large urban 
school is generally reliable and is the most reliable oE all schools. 
The recommendations of small urban and mediWll u~ban schools appear re• 
liable in only half the cases. 
The recommendations of small rural schools are reliable in,a majority 
of cases, but that of the mediU11. rural.school is unreliable in a majority 
of eases. For .all rural schools, the reliability of a recOlllJllendation ls 
much lower than that from the urban schools. 
In general, private school recO!!'l.tllendations are usually unreliable 
for all recommendations except that of not recQMmended, which is highly 
reliable. However, the small private school is reliable in its recom-
mendations in a majority of eases. Of the 44 cases from private schools, 
24 were from military ichools and 20 frQm non-military schools. If the 
cases not recommended are eliminated, 23.were recommended from military 
schools and 16 from non-military schools. Of the 23 eases from military 
schools, 3 (13.05 per cent) graduated, 4 (17.39 pe~ cent) were still 
Total 
School cases 
no. 
Urban: 
Small 0 
Medium 0 
]:!r_se 15 
Total 15 
Rural: 
Small 2 
Medium 0 
Lar(e 0 
Total 2 
Private: 
Small 0 
Medium 4 
Lari! 0 
Total 4 
Totals: 21 
Small 2 
Mediwa 4 
Large 1S 
TABLB XX 
DISPOSITION OP CASES BY SIZB M!D KIND OP SCHOOL 
WHBN NO RECOMMENDATION WAS INDICATBD 
Graduated Withdrew with- Academic Still 
out prejudice drop-out en~olled 
no. per cent no. per cent no. per cent no. per eent 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 ~o.oo s 33.33 6 40.00 l 16.67 
3 20.00 s 33.33 6 40.00 1 16.67 
1 so.oo 0 o.oo 1 so.oo 0 o.oo 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 . so.oo 0 o.oo 1 so .. oo 0 ·. o.oo 
0 0 0 0 
0 o.oo 3 75.00 l 25.00 0 o.oo 
0 0 0 0 
0 o.,oo 3 1s .. oo l 2s.oo 0 o.oo 
4 19.04 8 •38.10 8 38.10 l .. 4.76 
1 50.00 0 o.oo l so.oo o· o.oo 
(} o.oo 3 75.00 1 25~00 0 o.oo 
3· 20.00 s 33.33 6 40.00 1 16.67 
Disciplinary 
drop-out 
no. per cent 
0 
0 
0 o.oo 
0 o .. oo 
0 o.oo 
0 
0 
0 o.oo 
0 
G o.oo 
0 
0 o .. oo 
0 o.00-
0 o.oo 
0 OeOO 
0 o.oo 
.... 
O' 
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enrolled, and 6 (26.10 pe.r cent) were academic drop-outs. Of the 16 cases 
recOJIU!lended by non-military schools, 6 (37,50 per cent) graduated, and 
only 2 (12.SO per cent) were academic drop-outs. 'lilus, it appears that 
recommendations from non-military private schools are quite reliable, 
but those from private military schools are most.Wlreliable. 
In general, the recommendations of luge schools are reliable in· a 
aajotity of cases; those of 111edium schools in about half the cases1 and 
those of small schools are unrelieble in a majority of the cases~ · 
Therefore, it was concluded that the reila.bility of the recommenda-
tions does vary greatly with the size and kind of secondary school · 
making the recommendation. It is possible for an admissions com.'llittee· 
to estimate, in a general way, by the size and kind of school how much, 
or how little, acceptance to give a recommendation from a secondary 
school. 
aJAPTBR V 
SlOOWtY 
This study has revealed that the validity of secondary school 
recommendations of applicants for admission to Richmond College does 
vary with the kind of recommendations. the school official making the 
recom:uendation, and the size and c1a.ssif ication of the secondaty school. 
If one, or a'eom.bination, of these factors is considered. an admissions 
col!lmittee may be able to distinguish between those applicants who will 
most probably pass and those who will most probably lail. 
Pr0t1 the first phase of this study, it was indicated that the most 
valid recommendations are those at either end of the tange of recommenda.-
tlons--i.e •• recOB11ended highly and not rec011Jmended for admission. Thia 
high degree of validity was maintained for these two recommendations 
throughout the study and, in general, was not influenced by such factors 
as who ~ade the recOlllJlendation or from what size or kind of school the 
recommendation was made. 
Prom the study of the applicants who were in the second category 
(recommended), it was concluded that this recommendation was reliable in 
a majority of cases. However, the validity of this recommendation •ariea 
greatly with the different ciassif ications of recommending persons and 
. 
with the size and kind of school. It was found that such a recOl!IJlendation 
ode by a guidance officer was highly reliable. but one made by an 
assistant principal was often unreliable. Further, it was found that 
this recommendation was reliable when made by a large urban school or 
a non-military private school, but was unreliable when ma.de by a 
medium school or a private military school. 
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This study indicated that an applicant recommended with qualif i-
cations is a relatively poor risk for college. It was found that only 
one-fourth of such students graduated, while one-half were academic 
failures. Such a recommendation is apparently valid when made by a 
guidance officer or by a large school. In general, however, this recon-
mendation is an indication that the applicant ls more likely to fail 
than to pass his work at Richmond College. 
The study showed that when there waa no recommendation of any kind 
made for an applicant, he was likely to be leas successful than an 
applicant recommended with qualifications, but more successful than one 
. . . 
who was not recommended. However, no indicated recommendation from a 
private school is very nearly the equivalent of a refusal to recOJ1111end. 
Prm the second phase of this atudy 1 it was reYealed that the 
recommendations of the guidance officer were highly reliable and the 
most valid for all categories of recommendations. Of those who• he 
recommended or: recommended highly, not one was an academic dtop..out •. 
Of those whom he re~ommended with qualifications, one-half graduated and 
one-half were academic drop-outs. Ail of those who were adaitted con-
trary to the recommendation of the guidance o£f icer became academic 
drop-outs. 
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The recOllmlendation of tile principa.l was found to be .reliable. in a 
majority of cases, except when he Made a. recommendation with qualifications. 
Although the degree of reliability varies with the type of rccor.unendaticn 
and is neve1· as reliable as a reeoMnendation lil:lde by a guidance officer, 
the recommendation of the principal was found to be more reliable than 
that of an assistant principal. 
~'hen the !actors of si~e and kind of school were incorporated into 
the $tuuy, it waa found that the tecowuendQtions fretn large urban schools 
were the .nost reliable, and the least reliable were from private ·rdllta.ry 
schools. 
In general, the recommendations of rural schools, private schools, 
and medium schools wc:i:e found to be um:eliable in a nmjority ·of cases •. 
Hol!X!ver, those from non-military private schools and zmall rural schools 
were reliable in a majority of cases. 
In eonclll;sion, it appenrs that, on the basis of this ~tudy, a.n 
adaissions committee may be able to accept with aasurance the recom-
me11datio:w of the guida.nec officez and, uith a little leH assurance, 
recorunendations fron large urban schools. It further appears that the 
COlllll1ittee may find it prudent in som~ caseG to place little reliance on 
the recor.w.enda tions of sr..a.11 schools 1 rural achoo ls, private rd.li ta.ry 
schools, ot: the recommendations of aasdsta.nt principals. 
It is recommended to the Admissions Committee of Richmond College 
that those applicants who arc recommended highly by their secondary 
school3 will most probably be successful in their college workJ for of 
Sl 
those admitted with this recominendation, more than ha.lf will graduate• 
and only abOut one-tenthwill be academic drOP-OUts. 
Over a f lve year period, about one-third of those admitted with a 
recommendation of rec01lll!lended will graduate, and almost one-four th will · 
be academic drop-outs. Nearly one-tenth will eU.11 be enrolled, and 
about one-third will have withdrawn. 
Of the applicants accepted with a recommendation wlth qualifications, 
about one-fourth will graduate, but one-half will become academic drop-outs. 
When an applicant has not been recommended for admission to Richmond 
College ,by hi.s secondary scllool, the Admissions Committee bas a very 
reliable indicator that the applican~ will not be successful in hia 
work. Of the fourteen cases not reconunended, only one has been success-
ful to any appreciable degree, and he had been unable to graduate in the 
five years covered by this study. 
It appears that ihe Ad.missions Committee should insist on receivi..~g 
•ome kind of recommendation from the applicant's secondaty school. Of 
the twenty-one cases admitted without any kind of recomuendation, only 
four graduated and eight were acadelllic drop-outs. 
It is also recommended that the findings in this study should ~ 
followed up at regular intervals that the Admissions Committee may have 
additional inf orma.tion which may serve to help them in the diff icu1t task 
of student selection. 
The findings of this study suggest several questions which night 
be answered in other studies. (1) Why are the recommendations of 
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guid3llce officers so much more reliable than those of principals or 
assistant principals? (2) Are the reliability of the recommenda.tiona 
of large urban schools and the unreliability of small a.nd rural schools 
a reflection of better preparation of students in large urban schools? 
(3) Do students from large schools adjust more readily to the demands 
of a college envirotlllent than do students from. small schools and rural 
schools? (4) How effective is the system of academic probation at 
Richmond College? 
Further study of topica suggested by these questions ma.y give 
admissions committee; additional information to a.id in student selection, 
and thereby decrease the nU111ber of failures and withdrawals from 
Richmond College. 
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APPR.J.tDIX 
TABU! XXI 
NUMBBR OP ACADEMIC DRoP-OUI'S PRC»t BAOI CATnOORY OP RBCOMMBNDATIONS 
DUR.ING OR AT 'lliB BND OP BAC.H SEMBS'l'.BR 
Categories of Semesters 
recommendations Totals 
l 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
(1) Highly 
recommended 0 1 0 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 
(2) Ile commended 8 6 2 4 1 2 
' 
1 1 0 30 
(3) Recommended with 
qualifications 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
(4) Not recommended 0 2 1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 6 
(5) Not indicated 2 a 0 a 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 
TOTALS 10 14 3 10 5 3 5 2 1 0 53 
TABLE X..XII 
NUMBBR OP CASES ON THB DBPICIBNCY LIST FROM BACH CATBOORY 
OP R.BCOMMBNDATIO.'!S AT nre BND OP EACU SBMBSTER 
Categories of Semesters 
recommendations Totals 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 
(1) Highly 
recommended 0 2 0 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 8 
(2) Recommended 23 15 3 22 6 7 6 1 2 4 95 
(3) Recommended with 
qualifications 4 6 1 s 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 
(4) Not recommended 4 6 3 l 2 1 0 1 0 0 18 
(S) Not indicated 4 5 1 s l 3 0 0 0 0 19 
TOTALS 35 34 8 36 11 11 6 9 2 156 
VITA 
Jam.es Garland Hanes. Born Mount Hope, West Virginia. September 16, 
. 1923. Educated Virginia Public Schools. Graduate, Farmville High 
Sel1ool, Farmville, Virginia, June. 1939. B. A. Degree, Hampden Sydney 
College, May, 1943• major in English. United States Army, Pebruary 22, 
1943--March 23, 1946. Faculty of St. Christopher's Sebool, kichmond, 
Virginia, September, 1946. Appointed ~rincipal, St. Christopher's 
Middle School, June, 1952. 
CERTIFICATE FOR ADMISSION 
To Principal: Mail blank, typed if pos-
,ible, directly to the Office of Admissions 
at this institution. 
Give key to grading system. 
to 
RICHMOND COLLEGE 
University of Richmond, Virginia 
This is to certify that ·--------------·--------------··--··-·-----------·--··-----··----···-·········-··-·---·--·····-··-··----·-···'"····-··--············-··························································· 
Fint name Middle name I.ast name 
of -·-·-··-············-·······-·-···-····--························-························································-··-································································································-·············· 
Number and Street City State 
::;ects to be } graduated from the -···-·······---·-···-·· -·············N~;;:;-~i·;~i;~j····--·······--·························· of ···············-·····,\,;jd~~-~f~~h;,:;j ......................... . 
on ·····················--·····-···-········--···········-····-·· 19 ........ , and has completed the work shown below. 
Student's birth date --··-·-·-·--·······-····-····-·-····-·-····-··.Name of parent or guardian ....................................................................................................... . 
Student attended this school from ··--··-····················································· to ································-················································································ 
Other schools attended ·---···························-···············-······················································································································································· 
Applicant ranks approximately number ................ from the top in a class numbering ................ students. (If class rank is not avail-
able, check appropriate quartile): Upper ...... Second ...... Third ...... Lowest ...... . 
Class periods ............ minutes ............ times a week ............ weeks a year. Passing mark ............ College recommending mark ............................... . 
This school is accredited by (check) Regional Assn ............. , State ............ , Other (specify) ............................................................................... . 
Under "Remarks" give name of other school(s) in which specific credit was earned. Specify if credits allowed for service in Anned Forces. Indicate by "T" 
subjects now being studied, and by "SS" subjects taken in summer school. Specify by "PG" any subjects taken after graduation. 
COURSES 
ENGLISH-First Year 
Second Year 
Third Year 
Fourth Year 
LATIN--First Year 
Second Year 
Third Year 
Fouuh Year 
FRENCH-First Year 
Second Year 
Third Year 
Fourth Year 
SPANISH-First Year 
Second Year 
Third Year 
Fourth Year 
MATHEMATICS 
General Math. 
Algebra, !st Year 
Algebra, 2nd Year 
Geometry, Plane 
Geometry, Solid 
Tr!.!_onometrv 
SCIENCES 
General Science 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Physics 
1 ~\lus1c 
Year Grade 
Studied of Work Unit 
I, 2, 3, 4 Done Credit 
REMARKS COURSES 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
Civics 
American History 
U. S. Government 
World History 
Economics 
AGRICULTURE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
DRAMATICS 
HOME EcoNoMrcs 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
JOURNALISM 
MECH. DRAWING 
SPEECH 
VOCATIONAL SHOP 
OTHER 
Year Grade 
Studied of Work Unit 
I, 2, 3, 4 Done Credit 
REMARKS 
Date............................................ Signature ....................................................... -·····-·····················'······· Title .................................................................... . 
... _ 
TEST DATA 
Please record below the requested information regarding any standardized tests administered to the applicant. Be sure to give the full name 
of each test. Show under "norm group" that group with which the applicant was compared in order to determine the percentiles, I.Q., etc. 
Date 
administered Full name of test 
Raw 
Kore 
· American Council on Educ. Psych. Exam., Q •........................... ., 
....................................... Form, 19 ........ Ellition L ............................. , 
Total ...•....................• 
APPRAISAL 
I.Q. Per· centile Xorm group 
Important: Please record frankly under the headings below any information which would help us understand and guide this student at this 
institution. 
1. Preparation-Check the statement expressing your opinion of this applicant with respect to preparation for college. 
( ) Superior ) Good ( ) Average ( ) Doubtful ( ) Inadequate. 
2. Character, basic integrity-
3. Steadfastness, seriousness of purpose -
4. Exceptional capacities or talents -
5. Extracurricular activities -
6. Health-
7. Emotional balance, relationship with others -
OTHER DATA 
List high school subjects this student has failed ·························································································································································-···· 
Has this student been registered at any other college or institution? ............................... . 
If so, in what institution? ..................................................................................................................................... :.~ .......................................................... . 
This certificate is forwarded with recommendation for admission to college. 
without 
Other comments -
Signed ........................ - .................................................................................... Position 
····-··················-················································································· 
L-5611-IOM I 
--
RICHMOND COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
SUPPLEMENTAL CERTIFICATE FOR ADMISSION 
To the Principal or Headmaster: 
I 
Please complete this form and return it to the Director of Admissions, Richmond College, University 
of Richmond, Virginia. 
This is to certify that ........................................................................................ has completed the work shown 
Name of Student 
in detail below, and was 
was not graduated from the ···-········-·····················--································································· ( !\ ame of School) 
of ...................................................................................................................................... on ............................................... . 
Address of School Date 
This certificate is forwarded ~ith recommendation for admission to college. 
without 
Date ................................................ Signed: .................................................. '. ................................................................ . 
Principal or Headmaster 
Record for FinaL ................................................... 0£ Preparatjon 
(Semester, year) 
Courses Grade of Unit Remarks Work Done Credit 
Passing Grade ·-·······-···· College Certifying Grade ............. . 
This student ranked number .............. in a class of··········--·· students. (Please indicate approximate rank, if exact 
rank can not be given.) 
Comments, including Final Honors earned; plans for graduation in Summer Session, etc.: 
L·.5.53-3M 
